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Landing the Lunar X-Prize
Abstract
Robots are transforming the future of the moon. Robot prospectors will find water, methane and
metals. Robotic explorations will survey skylights, visit poles and map caves unseen from orbit. New
enterprises are stretching beyond traditional government missions to deliver this future.
We are embarked to privately land and rove on the moon. The agendas of the first mission are explora‐
tion, science, engineering and to establish an enterprise. This is the first of serial robotic lunar missions.
Technical challenges of landing, excursion, communication and endurance are profound. Landing cannot
utilize the aerodynamics of parachutes as on Mars, since the Moon has no atmosphere. Since destina‐
tion and payload delivery matter, it is not enough to merely land....precision and hazard avoidance
matter. For mission objectives and commercial viability, it is essential to traverse kilometers per day,
rather than kilometers in years. Intermittent, low‐bandwidth suffices for traditional scientific matters,
since mission accomplishments and payback are a function of operational time. The moon’s micromete‐
orites, ionizing radiation and...particularly...cold nights....are immense challenges to mission duration.
This presentation will discuss the why, what and how of robotic exploration in the New Age of the
Moon.
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